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QUESTION 1

Why is it necessary to join multiple source tables to a single dimension? 

A. Because transactional source systems are often denormalized 

B. Because transactional source systems are often normalized 

C. Because a single source table often contains all the dimensions needed 

D. Because the dimensions tables are built in the transactional systems 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Denormalized data in the transactional system could be divided into different tables to increase
performance. 

 

QUESTION 2

You do not have a physical time table in your database but would like to use the time series functions that OBIEE offers.
What two options do you have? 

A. Create a physical time table in your database. 

B. Create a Logical Table that is sourced from the time key in the fact table. 

C. Create an "Opaque View" in the physical layer that contains the time columns from the fact and map it into your
physical model. 

D. Create a Logical Table that is sourced from a time field in one of your dimension tables. 

E. Create a time table that is joined through a intervening Table so there is no foreign key relationship. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Explanation: Modeling Time Series Function in OBIEE Modeling Time Series Data 

Time series functions provide the ability to compare business performance with previous time periods, allowing you to
analyze data that spans multiple time periods. For example, time series functions enable comparisons between current
sales and sales a year ago, a month ago, and so on. 

Because SQL does not provide a direct way to make time comparisons, you must model time series data in the Oracle
BI repository. First, set up time dimensions based on the period table in your data warehouse. Then, you can define
measures that take advantage of this time dimension to use the AGO, TODATE, and PERIODROLLING functions. 

 

QUESTION 3

When a customer wants to get sales numbers by day, how is data stored in the Star Schema, if the data is loaded
nightly? 

A. The lowest level of aggregation 
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B. The highest level of aggregation 

C. Multiple levels of aggregation 

D. Independently from aggregation level 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Cache in OBIEE is used to_____. Select the two correct answers. 

A. improve performance of Dashboards and Analysis 

B. decrease query response time 

C. improve Analysis data quality 

D. eliminate Write Back Capabilities 

E. create Aggregate tables 

Correct Answer: AB 

Explanation: Decrease query response time which will improve performance for Dashboards and Analysis. 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer needs to create a product share calculation. What are the two ways that they would get the revenue for all
products to use in the denominator? 

A. Create a derived measure by using the addition function that adds each product value together. 

B. Create a derived measure based on Revenue that has the Level Total Product selected on the Level Tab of the
Logical Column Dialog. 

C. Create a derived measure based on Revenue that has all the levels selected on the Level Tab of the Logical Column
Dialog except Total Product. 

D. Create a derived metric by using the Expression Builder. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Note: A level-based measure is a column whose values are always calculated to a specific level of aggregation. 

The calculation of this measure is independent of the query grain and used always the aggregation grain of the logical
column. 

Level-based measures allow : 

*

 to return data at multiple levels of aggregation (the query grain and the level-based column grain) with one single query 
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*

 to create share measures (percentage), that are calculated by taking some measure and dividing it by a level-based
measure. For example, you can divide salesperson revenue by regional revenue to calculate the share of the regional
revenue each salesperson generates. 

 

QUESTION 6

When creating a query. Subject areas can be combined via point and click as long as____. 

A. the subject areas share objects of the same name 

B. the subject areas both share the same model in the business model and mapping layer 

C. the subject areas are both from the same physical source, though they may be in separate business layers 

D. two or more subject areas cannot be joined together without manually mapping the contents 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Users in Oracle BI Answers can create queries that span multiple subject areas, as long as the subject
areas correspond to the same business model. 
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QUESTION 7

When creating an initialization Block, which BI Administration function is used? 

A. Variable Manager 

B. Job Manager 

C. Identity Manager 

D. Projects Manager 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Open up the Administration tool, go to Manage then variables. See screenshot below. 

Then follow this picture to create a new Initialization Block. 

Name your Initialization block init_block_test. 
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QUESTION 8

A company\\'s Database Administrator has divided the region table into two tables so that the region "West" is in one
table and all the other regions are in another single table. What kind of partition is being used? 

A. Fact-based 

B. Time-based 

C. Mixed 

D. Complex 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: You have three sort of fragmentation: 

Fact-based / Dimension-based fragmentation Content-based / Value-based fragmentation Level-based fragmentation /
aggregate navigation You can combine the techniques above to construct powerful design that are known as Complex
partitioning / fragmentation. When you fragment a dimension, you are automatically in a complex fragmentation. 

 

QUESTION 9

What are the two leading design solutions recommended by Oracle that you would use for performance? 
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A. Design requests that use Complex Queries 

B. Avoid returning big data sets within the Dashboard 

C. Use Cache 

D. Avoid using Guided Navigation unless the data set is large 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: C: OBIEE Caching and Cache Seeding 

Cache is a component that improves performance by transparently storing data such that future requests for the same
criteria can be served much faster. Like other application cache is not virtual memory in OBIEE. In OBIEE cache will be 

stored as files on the Hard Disk of the OBIEE Server in the form of files. By Default caching is enabled in the OBIEE
server configuration. 

For time-consuming Dashboard Pages, we can use the concept of cache seeding in OBIEE, this can be configured as a
scheduled job that will ensure that the data is cached and readily available as and when the user runs the dashboard. 

 

QUESTION 10

Identity the three advantages of the BI Server metadata repository. 

A. Mapping of federated data sources to one logical object 

B. Ability to change physical sources without losing reports 

C. Little changes in the physical layer to shift from development to production environment 

D. Three layers support the highest level of security 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Explanation: A: OBIEE Federated Repository 

Instead of moving data in to a single database, OBIEE ?BI Administration can access multiple databases and create a
single federated repository.OBIEE BI Answer uses this federated repository and build the ad-hoc reports and
dashboards. 

D: Repository Metadata Consists of 3 Layers 

*

 The Physical Layer (Schema) 

*

 The Business Model and Mapping Layer 

*

 The Presentation Layer 
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Note: 

 

QUESTION 11

What would you use to customize the text elements that appear on BI Analysis, Delivers and Dashboard pages? 

A. Cascading Style Sheets 

B. DHML Message files 

C. XML Message Files 

D. BI Presentation services web template 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: You can control the way that the interface for Oracle BI EE is displayed to users by creating skins and
styles. 

While skins and styles are typically used to customize the look and feel of analyses and dashboards by providing logos,
color schemes, fonts, table borders, and other elements, they can also be used to control the position and justification of
various elements by including specialized style tags in the relevant style sheet (.css) file. 

You can check the directory skin location with a right click on a OBIEE dashboard page, select show source code and
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search "custom.css". 

 

QUESTION 12

Which task can be performed after the Administrator link has been reached through logging into OBIEE? 

A. Associate map layers to columns 

B. Manage access to Subject Areas 

C. SSO enablement 

D. Start or Stop BI Managed Servers 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

Explanation: B: BI Server Security Manager accessed through the BI Server Administration Tool. 

*

 Set permission to business model, tables, columns and subject areas 

*

 Specify filters to limit data accessible by users 

*

 Set authentication options 

C: Enable the SSO through the FMW Control. 

D: You have three methods to start the managed server: 

*
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 with the console (recommended) 

*

 with FMW control 

*

 with the command line. 

 

QUESTION 13

One of the most common uses of Dynamic Repository Variables is to setup filters for use in reporting. Which variable
below is a valid example of a Dynamic Repository Variable? 

A. Year 

B. Month 

C. Quarter 

D. CurrentMonth 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: CurrentMonth can be calculated by a sql statement. 

Note: 

REPOSITORY VARIABLE(DYNAMIC) 

?Initialized when BI server is started 

?Assigned value dynamically based on the result of a query ?Value is dependent of the sql provided in Initialization
Block Create a dynamic variable and provide a Name and Default Initializer.Create a new initialization block by clicking
on the 

New button in the above screen. 
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Provide Intialization Block variable Name 
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Click on "Edit Data Source" button and provide the sql to be used for the variable, e.g. select
lower(sys_context(\\'USERENV\\',\\'SESSION_USER\\'))|| \\'@\\'|| 

lower(sys_context(\\'USERENV\\',\\'DB_NAME\\')) 

from dual; 
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QUESTION 14

When creating a Security Realm in the WebLogic Console, which object is created? 

A. Groups 

B. Row Level Filters 

C. Server Password 

D. Single Sign On 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Security Realms are an Oracle Platform Security Services concept and bring together sets of users,
groups, providers and so on for a WebLogic domain. 

 

QUESTION 15

Which variable does not use initialization blocks to initialize its values? 

A. Static Repository Variable 

B. Dynamic Repository Variable 

C. System Variable 

D. Non System Variable 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: The value of a static repository value is initialized in the Variable dialog box. This value persists, and does
not change until an Oracle BI Administrator decides to change it. 
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